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TESTIMONY ON ,

FILTERED VENTED CONTAINMENT SYSTEM
AND SEPARATE CONTAINMENT SYSTEM

A. Introduction

My name is Dennis C. Bley. I am a consultant at

Pickard, Lowe ana Garrick, Inc. in reliability, risk, and

decision analysis for electrical generating plants. I snus a

principa] investigator on the Indian Point Probabilistic

Safety Study. A statement of my professional qualifications

is attached.

My name is Dennis C. Richardson. I am the Risk Assess-

ment Technology Manager in the Nuclear Safety Department of

the Nuclear Technology Division of Westinghouse Electric

Corporation. I was a principal investigator on the Indian

Point Probabilistic Safety Study. A statement of my profes-

sional qualifications is attached.

We have read the testimony of Messrs. Gordon R.

Thompson and Steven C. Sholly addressing Commission-Question

: 2 and Board Contention 2.l(a) (filtered vented containment

system (FVCS)) and 2.l(d) (separate containment system

(SCS)) and have substantive causes for rejecting their line
|

of reasoning that concludes that " implementation of a fil-
I

tered vented containment system or a compartment venting

system is necessary at Indian Point Units 2 and 3." UCS/

NYPIRG Testimony of Gordon R. Thompson and Steven C. Sholly

I
' on Commission Question Two, Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d) at
|

| 19 (Dec. 28, 1982).
I

I

l
|
|
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We will show that Messrs. Thompson and Sholly are

incorrect in claiming that "to achieve significant risk

reductions, proposed solutions must address accident conse-

quences." Id. at 19. Either preventive measures or mitiga-

tive features can reduce risk. Thompson /Sholly also fail to

show that the risks from the Indian Point plants are unac-

ceptable and that either preventive or mitigative features

are warranted. By citing documents which were published

prior to the issuance of the Indian Point Probabilistic

Safety Study (IPPSS), inappropriately using the containment

failure modes identified in the Reactor Safety Study (WASH

1400), and applying generic concepts to plant-specific cases

without a plant-specific assessment, Messrs. Thompson and

Sholly overstate the feasibility, overstate the risk reduc-

tion capability, understate the costs, and deemphasize the
,

t

: potential problems with such devices. .

A plant-specific, site-specific safety study, the
|

IPPSS, has been performed to ascertain the risk from opera-

tion of Indian Point Units 2 and 3. This study was issued

in March, 1982, and has received extensive peer review. It

provides essential informationpfor evaluating Board Conten-

tions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d). As will be testified later in this

proceeding under Commission Question 1, the risks of opera-

tion of these units are very low. The societal and ind iv id-

ual risks fall well within the safety goals regarding off-

site consequences just adopted provisionally by the Commis-
|
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sion. The results of the IPPSS demonstrate that the

dominant scenarios identified in the Reactor Safety Study,

such as early containment overpressurization, and

uncritically assumed by UCS/NYPIRG to be important for

Indian Point, are not applicable to the Indian Point plants.

Addressing key aspects of the Thompson /Sholly testi-

many, we agree that the risk to the public from the opera-

tion of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 is dominated by core melt

accidents. This is so because it is only such accidents

which provide even a theoretical mechanism for releasing a

large fraction of the radioactive inventory from the core.

Their statement that "[dl espite the considerable ef forts

taken . core melt accidents dominate risk," id. at 5,. .,

ignores this simple fact,

Under the assumption that the risks must be reduced,

Thompson /Sholly dismiss the effectiveness o efforts to

lower risks by decreasing accident sequence frequencies.

They argue for this point by citations to inapplicable'

i references, i,. e,. , assuming generic studies are completely

applicable to the Indian Point plants. At the r.ame time,

they suggest that the FVCS and SCS features would delay core

melt by two days. They are wrong on both counts. The

| sequences for which the mitigative features would delay core
:

melts do not apply to the Indian Point plants. On the other

(
; hand, effective measures do exist for reducing ccre melt

| frequencies. In particular, we have pointed out in our
!
|

l

<
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1testimony regarding the Director's Confirmatory Order that

the IPPSS identified risk contributors amenable to improve-

ment by plant modifications. Those cost-ef fective changes

are being implemented voluntarily by the licensees and yield

substantial improvement in risk. No such cost-effective

gains have been demonstrated for the FCVS and SCS.

Lastly, the Thompson /Shally testimony makes assumptions

about the quantity of radioactive material which would be
released to the environment under the postulated accident

sequences which it considers. Their conclusions as to the

achievable benefits from the EVCS and SCS directly depend

upon such source terms. No analysis of such devices can be

valid without a critical assessment of source terms, which

intrinsically affect results of any evaluation of the poten-

tial benefits.

B. Cacab ility of the Indian Point Containments

A better understanding of the capabilities of the pre-

sent Indian Point containments is necessary in order to

evaluate the UCS/NYPIRG claims. While Question 1 will

address containment capability in detail, several facts are

s ignif icant to this testimony. These 2.6 million cubic foot

structures are strong enough to withstand the largest earth-

1. Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley and Dennis
C. Richardson On Commission Question 2 and Board Question
2.2.1 (Jan. 12, 1983).

- . _ _ _ _
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quakes that can be reasonably postulated for this area.

Another measure of the strength of these containments

is the very high internal pressures that would have to be

achieved before containment integrity would be lost.

Although it has always been recognized that the actual fail-

ure pressure was considerably in excess of the design pres-

sure, no specific detailed analyses had been performed for

the Indian Po.nt containments until the IPPSS analysis.

This analysis calculated the pressure limit to be about 141

pounds per square inch absolute (psia), some 2.3 tLmes

higher than the design pressure. The structural analysis

~

methods used for analyzing the Indian Point containments

accurately predict structural behavior when applied within

the buildings' elastic limits. The structural criterion

used for defining the Indian Point failure pressure is the

onset of yielding (i.e., the point at which materials begin
.

to deform beyond the elastic limit) at the most limiting

locations.

The IPPSS containment capability analysis is well sup-

ported by other independent analyses. NUREG-0850 reports an

initial calculation of the Indian Point containment failure
|

| pressure of 133 psia and anticipates that refined analyses
would raise this value to 148 psia. Additionally, the NRC

!
Staff in its testimony cites a containment failure pressure

1

of 141 psia. Direct Testimony of James F. Meyer Concerning

Contention 2.l(a and d) at 3 n.* (Jan. 12, 1983).

1

I
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Such high containment capability has the following

effects on the risk. First, the IPPSS has determined that

pressure surges which would lead to an early containment

f ailure due to potential steam spikes or hydrogen explosions

occurring singularly or concurrently will almost always be

below 140 psia at Indian Point. Early containment overpres-

surization is therefore not a major contributor to the risk

of either early or latent health effects.

Second, assuming a core melt and a total loss of con-

tainment heat removal capability, it would take a fairly

long time for pressure conditions to build up in the con-

tainment to reach the failure point. The IPPSS demonstrates

that delayed overpressure failures of this type do not con-

cribute to early fatalities. It was conservatively _ assumed

in the IPPSS that containment overpressure failure would

occur about 12 hours af ter accident initiation. This repre-

sents a significant conservatism because it is more likely

I

greater than about one day after the initiating event before
,

|

| the 140 psia level could be reached.
I

! Much can be done in this time, including operator

action to terminate the pressure rise altogether; evacua-
l
! tions could be implemented, if required; short-lived

j isotopes would decay away. If no more than one containment

|
fan out of the five installed fans were restored, or one out

of the six containment spray modes were made functional, or

other ad-hoc recovery measures taken, the containment could

. - _-
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maintain its integrity. The already low failure probability

of the Indian Point containments is conservatively estimated

in the IPPSS in that these recovery actions following core

degradation were not quantified. If minimum containment

heat removal capability either existed throughout the

accident sequence or was restored during the recovery

period, failure pressures should not be reached and public

health consequences from the accident will be negligible.

C. Core Melt Frecuency Is a Poor Indicator of Risk

In the Reactor Safety Study, detailed containment cap-

ability studies of the type in the IPPSS were not done and

containments were assumed to f ail at a pressure signifi-

cantly below that calculated in the IPPSS. The plant

analyzed in the Reactor Safety Study was not representative

of the Indian Point units and adequate consideration was not

g iven to the detailed phenomena which would be associated

with core melt. Therefore, core melts were closely coupled

in this earlier study with containment failure and, thus,

radiological risk.

Our understanding of risk levels has changed signifi-

cantly because of the advances made in the analyses of the

Indian Point containment capability and our consideration of

the phenomenology which would be associated with core melt

at the specific Indian Point plants. We now realize that

-- - _
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risks from these plants are even lower than previously

believed. Contrary to the UCS/NYPIRG testimony, core melt

frequency -- once thought a good indicator of radiological

risk -- is, in fact, a poor indicator at Indian Point.

Instead, risks from the Indian Point plants are determined

by a few dominant scenarios. For example, more than 90

percent of the early fatality risk at Indian Point is due to

one sequence, the interfacing systems LOCA. This sequence

would also bypass containment and would, therefore, also

bypass UCS/NYPIRG's propc sed FVCS and SCS. Yet, this

sequence contributes less than one-half of one percent to

the overall core melt frequency.

Many of the studies relied upon by UCS/NYPIRG are based

on Reactor Safety Study-type containment failure assumptions

found in the IPPSS to be incorrect for the Indian Point

units. Reliance on such studies is, therefore, seriously

flawed. Correspondingly, the reduction factors claimed by

UCS/NYPIRG for their FVCS and SCS are based on outdated

in fo rma tion. Whereas UCS/NYPIRG refer to a reduction in the

early fatality risk to just 8 percent of its present value
,

|

(page 16, A.24, Thompson /Sholly Testimony), FVCS and SCS are'

ineffective for bypass scenarios and would not reduce the

early f atality risk at Indian Point.
|

!

|
|

|

| d>
!
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D. Comparative State of Knowledge of the Large Pressurized
Water Reactor (PWR) Containment Versus FVCS and SCS

The state of knowledge of the design and performance of

large PWR containments far exceeds that of FVCS and SCS.

Part of the extensive knowledge of large PWR containments

stems from the hundreds of reactor years of day-to-day oper-

ating experience and the experience gained from periodic

pressure and leakage tests. The IPPSS analysis and other

recent dry PWR containment evaluations have added to this

knowledge.

The UCS/NYPIRG mitigation concepts involve modification

of the Indian Point containment boundary. To the best of

our knowledge, there are no filtered vented containment sys-

tems or separate containment systems in commercial nuclear

power plants in the United States. Although UCS/NYPIRG has

referred to Barseback, which is a boiling water reactor, the

applicability of this concept to the Indian Point large dry

containments is unknown without a plant specific analysis.

Similarly, the relevancy of a proposed filtered venting sys-

tem for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor has not been estab-

lished by UCS/NYPIRG (page 16, A.23, Thompson /Sholly Testi-

mony). It is difficult to understand how a proposed design

for a liquid metal cooled reactor, for which only a few
details of the filtered vont are available, would form a

persuasive argument for altering the Indian Point plants.
As to a separate containment structure, UCS/NYPIRG did not

,
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identify any specific plant where this concept is even being
considered.

Neither of these devices has been constructed and no
operating experience exists. We cannot know the true value

of their specific proposals when no details are provided.

It appears that UCS/NYPIRG has not carefully evaluated the

worth of these systems either, for they quote NUREG/CR-0165,

NUREG/CR-0138, and SAND 80-0887 for reductions in early

fatalities due to filtered vents. Given our current state

of knowledge, they do not apply to the Indian Point plants.

As stated previously, for early containment failures, FVCS

would not reduce early fatality risk at Indian Point.

E. Potential Benefits and Detriments of FVCS and SCS

UCS/NYPIRG does not provide plant-specific probabili-

ties and overstates the reduction in health effects associ-
ated with these proposed systems. Although they would have

no effect on early fatalities due to early containment

failures, FVCS and SCS might reduce latent health effects

and property damage. However, the Indian Point plants

already~ meet the early and latent fatalities safety goals
adopted by the Commission. The FVCS and SCS do not prevent

accidents; nor do they reduce the frequency or types of

accident initiators or of core melt.

The principal health effect where the EVCS and SCS

might have a role to play is in reducing the latent fatality

.
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risk. Certain severely demanding design criteria must be

met or these features may fail to realize even this limited

role or indeed might even contribute to increasing the con-

sequences of an accident. The FVCS and SCS must be capable

of withstanding all of the present initiating events which

dominate the latent fatality risk in such a manner as to

preclude failure modes that could cause an early release of,

radioactive material. For example, the present pressure

boundary of the Indian Point containments will not fail from

any credible seismic event. Similarly, the pressure bound-

ary of the FVCS and SCS must not fail from any credible

seismic event, otherwise a potentially late overpressuriza-

tion scenario could become an early release scenario. Such

a failure would cause not only latent fatalities and

property damage, but also add early fatalities. Similar

logic must be applied to fire and vind initiated scenarios

which, with seismic scenarios, now influence the latent

fatality risk at Indian Point. Assuring that this criterion

is met requires careful and detailed analysis which would

have a large impact on the potential costs of these sys-

|
tems. The best approach to this is to perform a probabilis-

tic risk assessment on a specific design as was done in the

IPPSS.

In order to properly evaluate in a quantative manner

any proposed hardware change to a plant, including the FVCS'

,

'
and SCS, probabilistic risk assessment techniques should be

.-. - -. .,_
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utilized. This was in fact clearly intended in the Commis-

sion's Orders establishing this proceeding. " Risks from

nuclear power reactors are defined by the probabilities and

consequences associated with potential accidents. . . .

Despite these uncertainties (associated with quantitative

risk assessment calculations), risk assessment methods offer

#the best means available for objective and quantitative

comparison of the kind needed here." Memorandum and Order

at 8 (Jan. 8, 1981).

One part of this technique is the use of the contain-

ment event tree which provides a thorough and structured

study of the effect of the system or system changes on the

progression of the core damage events and containment
1

integrity. For each proposed feature, modifications should

be made to the split fractions where the feature would

affect the outcome of the containment event tree node

(either positively or negativcly). These split fractions

should then be used to establish a revised containment

matr ix for each mitigating feature. These modifications

must then be propagated through the risk calculations.

'

Comparing the family of risk curves thus calculated with the
;

base risk identifies the risk reduction which the addition

of the feature will afford.

This methodology is the manner in which the effect of a

mitigation system on risk should be quantified. This proce-

dure should include the following:

.
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o Indian Point plant specific accident
initiation frequencies,

The inclusion of a specific study of theo
effect of operation, maloperation or
failure of the mitigation system on the
probability of reaching different
degraded core situations.

The effect of the mitigation systemo
operation or misoperation on the ccn-
tainment failure probability.

The effect of the mitigatica systemo
operation or misoperation o.1 the timing
of and type of radiological release.

o The inclusion of the above items in a
detailed assessment of the probability
of and consequences of core meltdown
accidents at Indian Point.

Without performing this detailed plant specific assess-

ment for internal and external events, the risk reduction of
a mitigation system for the Indian Point units cannot be
quantified. In fact, without working with a plant specific ^

risk study (i.,e., the IPPSS), the risk reduction cannot even

be estimated.

Before performing this detailed and costly assessment

of a mitigation system, three questions must be considered;
i o First, is the analysis necessary, con-

sidering the low risk already present at
the Indian Point plants and the poten-
tial for further reductions in estimates
of risk due to source term research?

Second, does the technology exist?o

o Third, are the costs appropriate?

If these systems were backfitted to the Indian Point
plants, a detailed specification of design criteria and

. _.
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performance requirements would be necessary. These speci-

fications would have to account for a wide variety of condi-
tions under which the systems may be implemented or called

upon for use, including flow rates and steam / air / hydrogen

compositions which cover a uide range of postulated acci-
dents. A preliminary checklist of design requirements as

set forth below was taken from NUREG/CR-1410, referenced by
UCS/NYPIRG. However, the items on this list, which indicate

the complexity of designing such systems, were not discussed

in UCS/UYPIRG's testimony.

Checklist From NUREG/CR-1410

1. Functional Requirements

a. Containment pressure reduction

b. Containment temperature reduction,
if necessary

c. Mitigation of radioactive release

2. Operational Requirements

a. Decontamination factors for impor-
tant isotopes

| b. Quality assurance criteria (espe-
cially for sand filters)

Maximum filter loading capacity andc.

fission product re-entrainment
characteristics

,

d. Maximum and minimum flow rates and
pressure drops

e. Heat removal and condensate drain-
age requirements
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f. Capability to withstand operating
environment

g. Instrumentation requirements

3. Resistance to Hazards

a. Resistance to earthquakes, torna-
does, and missiles

b. Resistance to fire and hydrogen
explosions within filter system

c. Resistance to steam explosion from
within containment

4. Reliability

a. Valve actuation reliability

b. Reliability of mechanical compon-
ents (air coolers, hydrogen recom-
biners, and heat exchangers)

c. Likelihood of spurious operation

d. Likelihood and impact of human
error

e. Filter failure or bypass modes and ,
likelihood of occurrence

f. Emergency power requirements

9 Redundancy

5. Control

a. Actuation logic

b. Flow rate control

c. " Z e ro- r eleas e" options

6. Sabotage Protection

a. Passive operation versus operator
control

b. Protection of piping, valves, and
filters from unwanted access

r- - M
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7. Inspection Considerations

' a. Ease of access

b. Frequency of inspection

c. Inspection objectives:
,

(1) Evidence of struccural damage
or degradation

(2) Water infiltration, weathering

t (3) Contamination with foreign
matter

d. Impact on plant operating
procedures

8. Testing Considerations

a. Frequency of testing

b. Testing objectives:

(1) Efficiency degradation versus
time

(2) Flow resistance versus time

! (3) Component availability
i

c. Testing methods

! 9. Maintenance Considerations

a. Ease of access

b. Periodic replacement of filter
materials (especially charcoal)

c. Grooming of filters (especially
sand bed)

10. Post-Accident Safety and Repair-Restor-
ation Considerations

i

a. Shielding criteria ;

b. Access to plant after accident

;

,- .- ._. , _ _ . . . _ .
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! c. Difficulty of restoring reactor to
service

Certain failure modes of a FVCS or a SCS could even

j aggravate accident consequences. As mentioned in

i UC3/NYPIRG's testimony, the probability of basemat

j penetration could be increased. Several other failure modes
; .

) are listed below. The first two of these failure modes are |

! listed in NUREG/CR-1410, a document referenced by
i

! UCS/NYPIRG.
,

| 1. Subatmospheric Pressures in Containment Building

Should an accident occur at one of the Indian
,

i Point plants, a mixture of steam, air, and entrained

water droplets would be created in the present contain-

ment. This mixture, because of its higher pressure,

would either pass through the FVCS or expand into the

SCS upon opening of an isolation valve. In either

case, the original containment air would be pushed out

of the containment leaving a mostly steam atmosphere.

Should the containment, now mostly filled with steam,

go through a depressurization because of initiation of

the sprays or fans, or just natural condensation cool-

ing, the containment would likely become subatmospheric

(less than 15 psia). In general, containments have far

greater superatmospheric capabilities than subatmos-

pheric capabilities. Such an event could then lead to

early containment failure and early fatalities.

. _ _ _ _ - . . , _ _ . , _ _ _ _- _ .-_ _ . - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - _ - . . _
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2. Hydrogen Explosions

UCS/NYPIRG expresses a concern about the effects

of hydrogen explosions on containment integrity. The
|

analysis in IPPSS shows that this is not a significant
'

concern for the Indian Point containments. Yet the

very designs UCS/NYPIRG suggests promote explosive

hydrogen mixtures within the FVCS or SCS. It is well

established that hydrogen-air mixtures are more

explosive than hydrogen-air-steam mixtures. Both the

FVCS and the SCS could remove the steam from the

containment into the vent system, thereby possibly

promoting explosive mixtures within the systen.

3. Differential Motion,

Should a seismic event occur, differential motion

between the present containment and a FVCS or SCS,

which would be located some distance away due to site

space availability, might cause f ailure of any con-

necting structure that links the containment to the
.

proposed modification. Such a failure could lead to

early fatalities.
,

l
4. Isolation Difficulties'

Valves that isolate the FVCS and SCS from the'

containment would be subject to a number of failure

modes. These valves may fail to open, negating the use

of the FVCS and SCS. They might be opened prematurely

or stick open, thereby placing an unacceptable load on
,

1
.

I
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the filterd or suppression pool. Some of these fail-

ures could be initiated by equipment problems or oper-

ator errors.

In summary, the immature state of FVCS and SCS tech-
,

nology suggests that there may be numerous unidentified

failure modes. Although some tentative findings as to the

potential impact of a filtered source term are presented in
the IPPSS, these results reflect a partial preliminary

effort without any detailed evaluation of the factors set

forth above at pages 14 to 17. UCS/NYPIRG's testimony fails

to offer an Indian Point-specific design for a filtered

vent. Accordingly, the IPPSS preliminary effort offers

little insight into the value of the hypothetical filtered

vent proposed by UCS/NYPIRG.

No comprehensive risk analysis has been made of any of

these modifications joined to and interacting with the pre-

sent Indian Point containments. Consequently, their risk

reduction worth has not adequately been established. Fur-

ther, no regulatory guidance has been issued with regard to

the design, licensing , operation, or testing of the FVCS and

SCS. With an adequate research and development program, an

actual design, and an associated probabilistic risk assess-

ment, the frequency of these potential failure modes of the

FVCS and SCS can be minimized. However, because of the

ity of these techno1cgies, such a process would beimmate

long and costly.
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F. Source Term Sensitivity Analysis

As an outgrowth of the Three Mile Island accident,

there is keen interest and a tremendous amount of ongoing

work in private industry, government regulatory agencies,

and various national laboratories regarding source terms,

that is, the amount and mix of radionuclides that would be'

released under various postulated accident scenarios.

Releases of radionuclides smaller than those assumed in the,

"

IPPSS would result in a significant reduction in the risk

reported in the IPPSS, as well as a significant diminution,

of the value of all mitigating features. Testimony justify-

ing the use of smaller sources will be presented elsewhere

4 in this hearing under Question 1 for the scenarios that

dominate the Indian Point risk. For the purposes of evalu-

ating the potential for risk t' eduction from a FVCS or a SCS,

it is useful to present a source term sensitivity analysis.
Figures 1 and 2 show the sensitivity of the whole body

.

man-rem dose to source term reduction for Indian Point 2 and
3, respectively. Three curves can be compared: the IPPSS

man-rem risk curve, a curve where the source term assumed ini

i

the IPPSS is reduced by a factor of 10, and a curve where

the reduction factor is 20. Only the iodine and particu-

lates are reduced in these latter curves; noble gas releases
are unaffected.

6

!
. .. . . _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ . _ . - , _ . - , _ , .- _. __ _ _ .__ . _, . . _ . __
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Figures 1 and 2 show significant reduction in the

latent effects with source term reductions of 10 and 20.
For example, a 20-fold reduction in the source term results

in almost 10-fold reduction in the maximum man-rems.

Figures 3 and 4 show similar reductions for the latent

f atality risk. Even if the IPPSS source term is used, both

Indian Point units are well within the Commission safety

goal limits for latent f atality risk. Smaller source terms

will increase this margin further.
,

The Commission has recognized the great importance of

updating its understanding of source term technology and has

large research program well underway in the area, as doesa

the industry in its IDCOR program. Interim results are

expected in the near future. The benefits of mitigating

devices such as FVCS and SCS are measured in terms of man-

rems averted. These benefits decrease with smaller source

te rms . Because of the lower risk associated with antici-

pated smaller source terms, the Commission has deferred

major policy decisions so as to base them on this newer

inf o rma tion. This same reasoning should also be applied to

any proposal for a FVCS and SCS , the precise worth of which

can only be evaluated after source terms appropriate for the

purpose have been determined.
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G. Conclusions

The installation of a filtered vented containment sys-
tem or a separate containment spstem at Indian Point 2 and 3

is not justified for the following reasons:

The risk from operation of these plants,o
as determined in the IPPSS, is very low.

o such systems are only potentially useful
in reducing latent fatality risks, yet
both Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3
meet the Commission safety goal for this
health effect.

o The preesure boundary of the present
Indian Point containment should not be
changed and possibly compromised.

..

o FVCS and SCS would not reduce the fre-
quency or types of accident initiators.

o FVCS and SCS would not reduce the fre-
quency of core melts.

o FVCS and SCS would not reduce the early
fatality risk.

o FVCS and SCS technology is immature and
unproven.

o The possibility of a negative impact of
these features has not been considered
by UCS/NYPIRG.

o The worth of any mitigating feature is
highly dependent on the source term.
Consistent with previous Commission
decisions, no decision to install a
device should be made until the research
program is concluded.

o The IPPSS identified risk contributors
amenable to improvement by plant modifi-
cations which are being implemented by
the licensees and yield substantial
reductions in risk.
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